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Introduction and Overview 
 
The South Carolina Marine Game Fish Tagging Program is in its 34th year with the 
Marine Resources Division of the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources. This 
year (2008) marks the fourth year that the program has operated under a new format, 
which limits participation to 225 trained volunteer taggers. By limiting the number of 
participants, the program is able to operate more efficiently and provide meaningful 
interactions between participants and program staff. This ultimately increases public 
awareness of conservation efforts involved in the stewardship of South Carolina’s natural 
resources. Furthermore, providing feedback in the form of a detailed catch report to both 
the angler that tags a fish and to the angler that reports a tag recovery helps to reinforce 
the benefits of practicing catch and release. The program is constantly evolving in order 
to meet the changing data needs required for managing marine fisheries resources and 
ensure that all participants realize the benefits of their contributions. 
 
The principal funding source for the tagging program comes from revenue generated by 
the sale of the South Carolina Saltwater Recreational Fishing License. An annual funding 
proposal is submitted each year to the Saltwater Recreational Fishery Advisory 
Committee outlining the program objectives, goals, and budget. The committee reviews 
the proposal, discusses the proposed budget, and provides recommendations. Funding for 
the upcoming year is awarded on July 1. Additional funding comes from the occasional 
donations made by individuals or fishing clubs which help to further offset program 
costs. 
 
The program is administered by SCDNR staff (Robert Wiggers, Ernest Muhammad, and 
Ryan Yaden), who divide their time between the tagging program and various other 
Marine Division programs for which they are involved. 
  
Select marine finfish species are targeted for tag and release based on two criteria. First, 
they must contribute significantly to South Carolina’s marine recreational fisheries. 
Second, specific data gaps have been identified for a particular species in regards to 
seasonal movements, habitat requirements, length frequency characterization, release 
mortality or growth data.  
 
The following report is a summary of tagging activity for 2007. 
 
Target Species 
 
Target species for 2007 included all species of billfish, tuna, sharks, snapper-grouper and 
flounder. Other specific species include black drum, bluefish, cobia, king mackerel, red 
drum (over 18 inches), sheepshead, tarpon, and gray trout (weakfish). Special emphasis 
was placed on tagging weakfish, and this focused effort will continue. We have added 
Jack Crevalle to the targeted species list for 2008. 
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Angler Awards and Overall Participation 
 
The tagging program presents a Conservation Award to those anglers that tag and release 
a minimum of 30 eligible fish within a calendar year. In addition to receiving credit for a 
typical tag and release, anglers also receive credit for a tag and release if they catch a fish 
that already has a tag (either yellow recreational or orange “DJ”) and release the fish with 
the tag left intact. Species (other than weakfish) less than 12 inches in total length, 
non-target species, and red drum less than 18 inches are not counted towards the 
conservation award, although data is still utilized. 
 
 In 2007, 23 anglers qualified for conservation awards (Table 1). 
 
The top tagger for 2007 was Mr. John Dunphy with 414 fish tagged and released. The 
majority of John’s fish were tagged off Fripp Island in Beaufort County. His top three 
species tagged were red drum (119), weakfish (117), and requiem sharks (89). In 
addition, John made a significant contribution by utilizing t-bar tags to focus additional 
tagging effort on weakfish as part of a separate study. 
  
The second top tagger spot went to Capt. Michael Waller with a total of 280 fish tagged 
and released. His top three tagged fish were requiem sharks (141), sheepshead (83), and 
red drum (23). The majority of Mike’s tagging effort was concentrated in the Kiawah 
River and adjacent creeks. This is the second year in a row that Mike has been the 
number two tagger.  
 
The programs’ number three spot was occupied by Gary DenBraven. Gary tagged a total 
of 267 fish in 2007, all of which were tagged and released off the Surfside Pier in Myrtle 
Beach. His top three fish tagged were requiem sharks (149), weakfish (35) and bluefish 
(29). Gary is a fixture on the Surfside Pier and has been part of the programs’ core 
tagging group for almost two decades. 
 
Out of the 220 trained taggers, 47% tagged at least one fish (Table 2). However, only 
39% of the 3,440 tags issued to program participants in 2007 have yet to be received back 
in the form of tag cards detailing the initial tag event.   
 
 Program Operation and Management 
 
The key to success for the public tagging program is keeping the number of participants 
at a manageable number. This allows for a much easier means in which to communicate 
and provide feedback to program participants.  
 
Anglers wishing to participate in the program are required to attend a workshop before 
being issued tags and equipment. Once certified, anglers are not required to attend 
another workshop but must renew their registration each year in order to continue 
receiving tags; however, experienced taggers are encouraged to attend another workshop. 
This provides an opportunity to share information and suggestions gained from actual 
experience tagging and releasing different species. 
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Anglers that express an interest in participating, after the workshop series has been 
completed, are added to a mailing list to be notified regarding the schedule for the 
upcoming year. Letters are typically sent out a month prior to the first scheduled 
workshop, and anglers must pre-register for the workshop they plan to attend. Workshops 
focus on training anglers the proper techniques used in handling, tagging, venting, and 
releasing marine game fish in addition to providing an overview of the programs’ tag and 
recapture database. The two hour workshop is divided into two parts; a presentation, 
followed by “hands-on” tagging where participants have the opportunity to practice 
tagging on dead fish. The practice tagging proves invaluable in helping anglers to hone 
their tagging technique before placing a tag in a live fish. 
 
Tagging Equipment 
 
Yellow nylon dart tags (Figure 1) have proven to have good tag retention and are 
relatively easy to apply. Three sizes of tags are used depending on the species and size of 
fish being tagged. The smallest tags measure 9.5 cm (3.75 in.) and are used on fish 
between 12 and 27 inches. The next size measures 14.5 cm (5.75 in.) and is used on fish 
over 27 inches. The largest tag is a stainless steel harpoon tag specifically for tagging 
sharks and billfish. Unlike dart tags, the harpoon tag is designed to embed in the muscle 
of the fish as opposed to locking between spines. Applicators for the nylon dart tags are 
stainless canulas imbedded in a wooden dowel. A stainless slotted tip is provided to 
anglers for use with the harpoon tag along with instructions for building a tag stick. 
 
The reasons for utilizing these tag types are primarily the low cost and ease of application 
requiring a minimum amount of instruction. 
 
Each tag has a corresponding postage paid information card (Figure 2) where anglers 
report the necessary information about the tag event.  Size information, primarily in the 
form of total length measurements, is important in determining length frequency 
characterization of discards, and anglers are strongly encouraged to record accurate 
measurements of the fish they are tagging. 
 
2007 Tag and Recapture Data 
 
Compared to 2006 (2,926 fish tagged), 2007 showed a slight decrease in tagging activity 
with 2,797 fish being tagged and released (Table 3). There were 301 recaptures reported 
in 2007 (Table 4) of which 75% were re-released with the tag still intact. The practice of 
releasing tagged fish with the tag still intact is strongly encouraged and heavily promoted 
as it allows for obtaining additional data points. Multiple recaptures increase the level of 
precision in identifying patterns of movement among different species as well as growth 
rates. 
  
Out of the 301 reported recaptures there were 54 that had no associated initial tag 
information. 
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Black Drum 
 
There were 146 black drum tagged in 2007, which is more than twice the number tagged 
in 2006. Of those, 57% were caught and tagged within 3 miles of the South Carolina 
coast (State waters) mostly in and around the Georgetown jetties. Forty-three percent 
were tagged offshore on reefs. Fish ranged in size from 12 to 32 inches with an average 
size of 17.1 inches. 
 
Nineteen (19) black drum recaptures were reported in 2007, 15 of which were re-
released. Again this year, there was no significant movement documented, and the 
majority (89%) had been tagged in 2007. This represents an annual recapture rate of 12% 
which is a significant decrease over last year’s annual recapture rate of 26%.  
 
Black Sea Bass 
 
In 2007, 118 black sea bass were tagged and released. We have seen yearly increases in 
tagging activity for black sea bass since 2005 (10) and 2006 (98). Ninety-six percent of 
these tagged fish were caught offshore (beyond 3 miles) of South Carolina. The average 
size of a tagged fish was 12.2 inches. 
 
Fourteen (14) black sea bass recaptures were reported. There was no significant 
movement of fish from the original tagging site. Out of 14 recaptures, all were re-released 
except for 2 that were retained. Two fish were at liberty for over 230 days.      
 
Bluefish 
 
Sixty-five (65) bluefish (average size of 13 inches) were tagged in 2007 with no reported 
recaptures. The overall recapture rate for bluefish in this program is about 2%. Past 
tagging activity in the spring off of South Carolina tends to result in tag recaptures 
primarily to the north, with documented movement as far north as Maryland. Bluefish 
tagged later in the year have shown a marked southerly movement and have been 
recaptured as far south as Stuart, Florida. 
 
Cobia 
 
Sixty-two (62) cobia were tagged and released in 2007. Thirty-four (55%) of these were 
tagged in the Broad River during May and June. Eleven (11) fish were tagged and 
released off Florida’s east coast, and eight (8) fish were tagged on artificial reefs off 
South Carolina and Georgia. The average size tagged and released was 31 inches. 
 
There were 17 cobia recaptured in 2007, 58% of which were retained. Six (6) fish were at 
liberty for more than 300 days. The majority of recaptures occurred within close 
proximity of the initial tagging site; however, one fish, a 30” specimen recaptured off 
Cape Lookout, NC on 5/27/2007, was initially tagged off Surfside Beach on 7/1/2006 
(est. distance 201 miles) and had grown just over 10 inches. 
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Another cobia (35-inch FL) recaptured on July 28, 2007 on the General Gordon Wreck 
had been at liberty for 414 days. The fish was originally tagged on June 9, 2006 in Port 
Royal Sound and was measured at 27 inches fork length (est. 12.5 lbs). This is another 
recapture that supports the long term spawning site fidelity that has been consistently 
documented for cobia in Port Royal Sound, the Broad River, and adjacent nearshore 
waters.  
 
Flounder 
 
One-hundred forty-six (146) flounder were tagged in 2007.  More than half (53%) were 
not identified to species on the tag information card, but of those that were, 15 were 
identified as summer flounder and 54 identified as southern flounder. All three species of 
paralichtid flounders (southern, summer and Gulf) are found in South Carolina with the 
southern being the most commonly encountered of the three. Based on this fact, it is 
believed that the majority of species unidentified were southern flounder. Tagging 
activity for flounder occurred primarily in the coastal areas north of Georgetown around 
the following locations (# tagged): Hog Inlet (52), Murrells Inlet (36) and Surfside Pier 
(16). The average size of flounder tagged and released was around 13 inches.   
 
Overall, nine (9) flounder were recaptured in 2007, of which 6 were retained. Recaptures 
occurred in the same area as the initial tagging event. The maximum days at large (DAL) 
was documented at 90 days. Since 1989 the tagging program has documented 424 
flounder recaptures (8% overall recapture rate) with an average DAL of about three 
months and the longest DAL documented at1,834 days.    
 
King Mackerel 
 
Between May and August of 2007, 39 king mackerel were tagged and released.  All but 
one (tagged off Florida’s east coast) were tagged off South Carolina, and of those, eight 
were tagged and released near designated artificial reefs. The average size of fish tagged 
was 34 inches with an average weight of 12 pounds.  There were no reported recaptures 
for 2007 which is typical for a species with a historically low recapture rate (around 2%). 
 
Red Drum     
 
Tagging effort of red drum during 2007 was similar to that seen in years past.  One 
thousand sixty four (1,064) fish were tagged, ranging in size from 10 inches to 48 inches.  
Red drum made up 38% of the total number of fish tagged in 2007, with most of the 
tagging effort focusing in and around the Charleston area. 
 
In the southern coastal region (Beaufort, Colleton counties), the primary areas where red 
drum were tagged included (number tagged): Trenchard’s Inlet/ Skull Creek (69), Broad 
Creek/ Old House Creek (49), Chechessee River (35), and Fripp Dry Dock (19).   In the 
central coastal region (Charleston, Berkley counties): Wando River (108), Charleston 
Harbor and adjacent areas (122), and Ashley River and Cooper River (19).  Top tagging 
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locations in the northern coastal region (Georgetown, Horry counties) include Winyah 
Bay and adjacent areas (50) and the Sampit River (4). 
 
Red drum are truly indicative of the program’s conservation focused directives. During 
2007, 323 fish (32%) were tagged and released that were within the legal slot limit 
(which on 1 July 2007 went to 3 fish between 15 and 23 inches) and could have 
potentially been retained.  These recaptures provide proof to anglers of the benefits of 
practicing catch and release. 
 
During 2007 there were 193 reported recaptures of red drum with 94% being re-released. 
Seventeen (17) were recaptured twice and two (2) were recaptured three times in the 
same year. 
 
In most cases, red drum are recaptured within close proximity of the initial tag location 
which supports strong site fidelity of sub-adult fish.  
 
Billfish 
 
Due to potential tag induced mortality, consistently low recapture rates (less than 1%), 
and the benefits of using satellite tags (although extremely expensive at around $3,000 
apiece), there has been little promotional effort from the MGFTP in encouraging billfish 
tagging with archival tags. As a result only 35 billfish were tagged during 2007.  Twenty-
four (24) sailfish, 8 blue marlin, and 3 white marlin. 
 
Two (2) sailfish were recaptured in 2007. The first, a 60” fish, was recaptured on January 
27, 2007 off Miami, Florida and was initially tagged on July 24, 2007 off Charleston. 
(917 DAL; re-released without tag). The second was recaptured off Cuba on May 22, 
2007 and was initially tagged off Charleston on July 17, 2005 (674 DAL; retained). 
 
Sharks 
 
Anglers are encouraged to tag and release sharks provided it can be done safely and the 
tagger can make a positive identification of the shark they plan to tag.  For this reason, it 
is recommended that certified taggers spend some time referencing shark identification 
guides, or contact program staff in order to become more familiar with identifying 
species characteristics. 
 
Five hundred twenty six (526) sharks, encompassing a variety of species, were tagged 
and released during 2007. The majority (72%) were small coastal species (Atlantic 
sharpnose and bonnetheads), which is not surprising since these are the most frequently 
encountered species by recreational anglers. The top three large coastal species tagged 
and released were (# tagged): Blacktip (29), lemon (15), and sandbar (10).  
 
As was the case in 2006, Atlantic sharpnose made up 36% of the total number of sharks 
tagged and released in 2007; Primary tagging sites (number tagged) included: Surfside 
Pier (89), St. Helena Sound (36), and Stono Inlet (12). Three (3) Atlantic sharpnose were 
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recaptured which represents a 2% annual recapture rate.  All were recaptured in the same 
general vicinity within a week of the initial tagging event. 
 
There were 188 bonnethead sharks tagged in 2007.  Ninety nine (99) of these were tagged 
in the Kiawah River around Mullet Hall and Haulover Creek.  Average size of tagged 
bonnetheads was around 37 inches.  There were six (6) recaptures (all re-released), one of 
which was at large for over three weeks and moved from the Kiawah River to Capt. 
Sam’s Inlet. 
 
Sixty-seven (67) dogfish (1 spiny, 66 smooth) were tagged and released. Sixty-one (61) 
smooth dogfish were tagged off of Surfside Pier, all of which were tagged by Gary 
DenBraven. There were 4 dogfish recaptured (3 smooth, 1 spiny). One smooth dogfish 
recaptured off Oregon Inlet, NC on February 5, 2007 was initially tagged off Surfside 
Pier on April 20, 2006. (291 DAL; est. distance traveled: 283 miles). 
 
Twenty nine (29) blacktip sharks were tagged in 2007, more than half (65%) of which 
were tagged by John Dunphy. The most active tag locations included (# tagged):  St. 
Helena Sound (7), Hilton Head Reef (7), and the Fripp Island Dry Dock (5).   
 
Sheepshead 
 
Sheepshead continue to become an increasingly popular species targeted by recreational 
anglers, and during 2007 participants tagged and released one hundred seventy one (171) 
fish. The average size tagged was 13.9 inches.  Tagging activity occurred primarily from 
September through December.  Top tagging locations (number tagged) included: Kiawah 
River (87), Charleston Jetties (40), and the Wando River (8). 
 
Seventeen (17) sheepshead were reported recaptured during 2007, 35% of which had 
been tagged within the same year.  This represents and annual recapture rate of 3% which 
is considerably lower than the programs’ cumulative rate which is around 12%.  The 
average days at large was 160 days with the longest time at large 970 days (about 2 ½ 
years). An examination of recapture locations versus initial tag locations reveals the 
seasonal movement patterns of fish moving from inshore to slightly offshore (mostly 
nearshore artificial reefs) as water temperature cools in the late Fall. 
 
Multiple recaptures of the same fish from the same location indicate strong site fidelity as 
evident from the following recapture: Initially tagged on September 1 near a dock on the 
Kiawah River, the fish was recaptured at the same dock on September 4th, the 14th, and 
again on the 17th, before being re-released with the tag still intact.   
 
Snapper-Grouper 
 
Tagging effort on snapper-grouper complex species is primarily focused on undersized 
fish, and theses species typically represent less than 7% of the total number of fish tagged 
as part of the program.  During 2007, 131 snapper-grouper complex species (excluding 
black sea bass, sheepshead, and spadefish) were tagged and released.  The top species 
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tagged (number tagged) (average size) were scamp (24) (19 inches TL), red snapper (28) 
(17.19 inches TL), red porgy (16) (12.15 inches TL), and gag grouper (16) (16.54 inches 
TL).  
 
Overall, scamp grouper was the most commonly recaptured species with five reported 
recaptures. One scamp tagged on 7/2/2006 (P. Godbout) was recaptured on 4/22/2007 
(290 DAL). 
 
As with most snapper-grouper species that are tagged as part of this project, it is difficult 
to document movement since location information for both the initial tag and recapture 
event is often generalized (partial coordinates).  Anglers may feel that by providing 
specific location information they are compromising their fishing spot.  Regardless, the 
tag and subsequent recapture of species caught in deep water can provide some insight 
into post release survival rates. 
 
Spadefish 
 
There were only 12 spadefish tagged in 2007 most of which were tagged during June and 
July.  More than half (66%) were caught off of the Surfside Pier and ranged in size from 
8 to 15 inches with an average size of 12.17 inches. 
 
Three recaptures were reported, all which had been initially tagged in 2007 (25% annual 
recapture rate) with average days at large of 50 days. All fish were recaptured at the same 
site where they were originally tagged which is a typical pattern documented with 
spadefish. 
  
Weakfish 
 
 
Figure 1.  A tagged weakfish, Cynoscion regalis. 
 
In order to gain a better understanding of the weakfish fishery off South Carolina and 
document the correlation to that of the overall Atlantic coast weakfish stock, a focused 
tag and release effort was undertaken in 2005. Through 2007, 688 weakfish have been 
tagged and released. 
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Weakfish continue to be a priority species for the public tagging program and fish are 
tagged by both certified taggers and program staff using either dart or t-bar tags. In an 
effort to get more fish tagged, several certified taggers were supplied with a tagging gun 
and t-bar tags and recorded pertinent information on data sheets. Overall, during 2007, 
119 weakfish were tagged with t-bar tags and 123 were tagged with small nylon dart tags. 
This is somewhat less than what was tagged and released in 2006 (413), and by most 
accounts it appears the fish were not as abundant as they had been in years past. 
 
Overall, the average size of weakfish tagged and released (n=242) was 14.3 inches with a 
size range between 10 and 24 inches. This larger average size as compared to last year 
(12.9 inches) is a result of more fish being tagged and released in the southern coastal 
region where we have typically seen average catches of slightly larger fish. 
 
Tagging locations (number tagged) for weakfish, based on the total tagged, were: Fripp 
Dry Dock (91), Surfside Beach (82), Charleston Nearshore Reef (25), Savannah Wreck 
(17), Edisto Nearshore Reef (10), Edisto 40’ Reef (4), Georgetown Nearshore (3), 
Kiawah River (3), Wando River (2), Charleston Harbor/Jetties (2), Lowcountry Anglers 
Reef (1), Trenchard’s Inlet (1), and Hog Inlet (1). 
 
Only one weakfish was recaptured during 2007. John Dunphy recaptured a weakfish he 
had tagged six days earlier on the Fripp Dry Dock wreck. The 20-inch fish, which had 
been tagged with a small dart tag on 11/20/2007, was recaptured at the same location and 
was re-released with the tag still intact. 
 
T-bar tags were inserted using a tagging gun (Avery Dennison Swiftach®) shown in 
Figure 3. This is an extremely efficient tool for tagging fish quickly and is more “fish 
friendly” than the dart applicator, but at a cost of about $43 per gun is cost prohibitive for 
a program operating with a limited budget. 
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Figure 2. From top to bottom. Tag applicator, slotted tag applicator tip, stainless steel harpoon tag, 
5.75 inch nylon dart tag, and 3.75 inch nylon dart tag. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  Postage paid tagging information card used to record tagging data. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Dennison tag gun with tag strip inserted. Tags come in strips of 50 and T-bar anchor tags (top) 
measure 1.75 inches.  Also shown is a waterproof data sheet for recoding catch information. 
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Table 1.  SCDNR Marine Game Fish Tagging Program conservation award recipients for 2007. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NAME  
BLACK 
DRUM 
BLACK 
SEA 
BASS 
BLUE-
FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
RED 
DRUM 
BILL-
FISH SHARK 
SHEEPS-
HEAD 
SNAPPER 
& 
GROUPER 
SPADE-
FISH 
WEAK-
FISH 
OTHER 
SPECIES 
# "DJ" 
TAGS RE-
RELEASED TOTAL 
John Dunphy 53 9 3 3 6 0 119 0 92 1 7 2 117 2 0 414 
Michael Waller 0 0 8 0 13 0 24 0 143 84 0 0 12 1 0 285 
Gary Denbraven 1 2 29 3 16 0 0 0 150 0 0 8 36 23 0 268 
John Ward 1 17 9 0 7 4 65 0 52 19 6 1 7 7 0 195 
Mark Rankin 45 1 9 1 1 0 16 0 4 1 0 2 2 7 0 89 
Paul Godbout 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 24 0 0 18 0 78 
Scott Rooke 4 6 0 0 0 4 16 2 8 0 25 0 2 11 0 78 
Maurice Glunt 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 66 
John Gribb 0 0 1 0 3 0 51 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 57 
Al Cerny 10 0 1 0 33 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 57 
Dan Utley 0 0 0 2 0 0 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 
Doug Hoover 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 58 
Dan Leschorn 3 21 0 0 0 3 5 0 3 1 1 0 0 10 0 47 
William Dotterer 0 15 0 0 0 3 0 4 2 0 9 0 0 11 0 44 
Robert Beglin 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 50 
Julian Weston 0 0 0 4 0 16 11 0 5 0 0 0 0 3 0 39 
John Curry 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 37 
Steve Fralin 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 
Bo Von Harten 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 36 
Robert Ogden 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 
Scott Douty 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 19 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 31 
William Vandergrift 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 
Jeff Smith 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 
Group Total 121 100 60 13 120 30 662 6 466 150 72 13 195 94 20 2,122 
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Table 2.  SCDNR Marine Game Fish Tagging Program certified taggers 2007 tagging activity. 
 
The following table lists only those anglers that tagged and released one or more fish during 2007. 
 
LAST NAME 
FIRST 
NAME  
BLACK 
DRUM 
BLACK 
SEA 
BASS 
BLUE-
FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
                 
RED 
DRUM 
BILL-
FISH SHARK 
SHEEPS-
HEAD 
SNAPPER 
& 
GROUPER 
SPADE-
FISH 
 
WEAKFISH 
OTHER 
SPECIES TOTAL 
Aman Kevin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Ammann Larry 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Altman Randy 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
Bean Timothy 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Becht Kurt 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Becker Eric 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Black Fran 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
Black  Austin 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Blackwell Bill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Blake Frankie 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Boensch John 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
Boyd Brad 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Boyd Joe 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
Braun Daryl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Bricketto Fred 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Burns Melvin 4 0 1 0 15 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 28 
Burstad Monte 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Butler Kevin 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Christopher Chase 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Claus Trey 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 
Coffield Richard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 
Compton Jim 0 0              
Crafton Ken 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Curry John 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 28 
Curry Paul 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 
Davis Ben 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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LAST NAME 
FIRST 
NAME  
BLACK 
DRUM 
BLACK 
SEA 
BASS 
BLUE-
FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
                 
RED 
DRUM 
BILL-
FISH SHARK 
SHEEPS-
HEAD 
SNAPPER 
& 
GROUPER 
SPADE-
FISH 
 
WEAKFISH 
OTHER 
SPECIES TOTAL 
Dennis Jeff 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
Dolan Kendre 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Draud Travis 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Duffie Craig 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Dukes Shawn 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Dunlap David 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Durant Walter S. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Eddie Marion 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Eason Richard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Easterlin  Bill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Edmonds Bobby 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Edwards Adam 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Edwards Hunter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Evans Brent 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Fore Michael 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 
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LAST NAME FIRST NAME  
BLACK 
DRUM 
BLACK 
SEA 
BASS 
BLUE-
FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
                 
RED 
DRUM 
BILL-
FISH SHARK 
SHEEPS-
HEAD 
SNAPPER 
& 
GROUPER 
SPADE-
FISH 
 
WEAKFISH 
OTHER 
SPECIES TOTAL 
Foster Buzz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
Fleri Will 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Forbes Jack 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Fort Caleb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Fralin Steve 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 
Frehse Will 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Futch John 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Goff Keith 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
Gribb John 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 6 
Hart Edward 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Harter Dave 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 12 
Heape  W. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 
Heaton, II Doug 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Hiester Steve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 7 
Hoberstcoh Karole 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Howe James 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Kennedy Brian 1 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 
Kimberlin Patrick 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Leman Buddy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 
Madlinger George J. 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 13 
Mangum, Jr. Charles 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Mack James 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 
Mark Chris 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
Marriott Robert 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Marsiglia Dino 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Monroe Rodney 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Morgan Bert 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Murphy Matt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Murray  David 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Nigro Torre 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Owens Danny 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 
Page Bob 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 
Panek Framk 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Parker Charles  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Patterson Russell 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Paulling Ron 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Quattlebaum Don 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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   Table 2. Continued. 
LAST NAME 
FIRST 
NAME  
BLACK 
DRUM 
BLACK 
SEA 
BASS 
BLUE-
FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
                 
RED 
DRUM 
BILL-
FISH SHARK 
SHEEPS-
HEAD 
SNAPPER 
& 
GROUPER 
SPADE-
FISH 
 
WEAKFISH 
OTHER 
SPECIES TOTAL 
Rankin Mark 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
Ragland Alex 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 
Rincones Ron 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 14 
Reele  Joe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Reynolds Sharon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Rider Derek 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Roff Steve 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
Rogers Ray 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Romines Lonnie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Rutland Martha 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Ryals Allen 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Sanchez Tina 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Sancho Gorka 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
Schimer Hawkins 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Schimer Sam 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Schultz Raymond 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 
Simmons Paul 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
Sinclair Shane 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
Smoak Jimbo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Smoak Tony 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Stringer Rick 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 11 
Stritch Drew 2 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 15 
Taylor Marshall 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
Tallent Dale 0 0 0 0 2 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 11 
Thrasher Tommy 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 
Townsend Jerry 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Von Harten Bo 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 17 2 35 
Weston Julian 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
Wright Steve 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 4 16 
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Table 3.  Species tagged and released during 2007.  
 
 
Species # Tagged and Released 
ATLANTIC SPADEFISH 12 
BLACK DRUM 146 
BLACK SEA BASS 118 
BLUEFISH 65 
COBIA 62 
KING MACKEREL 39 
RED DRUM 1064 
SHEEPSHEAD 171 
SPANISH MACKEREL 19 
WEAKFISH 123 *(plus 119 w/ t-bars) 
Flounder   
FLOUNDER (SPECIES NOT SPECIFIED) 77 
FLOUNDER, SOUTHERN 54 
FLOUNDER, SUMMER 15 
Billfish   
BLUE MARLIN 8 
SAILFISH 24 
WHITE MARLIN 3 
Sharks   
SPINY DOGFISH 1 
SMOOTH DOGFISH 66 
SHARK (SPECIES UNKNOWN)) 6 
 ATLANTIC SHARPNOSE 192 
BLACKTIP 29 
BONNETHEAD 188 
BULL 6 
DUSKY 2 
FINETOOTH 2 
LEMON 15 
SANDBAR 10 
SCALLOPED HAMMERHEAD 1 
SPINNER 3 
TIGER 5 
Snapper-Grouper   
ALMACO JACK 1 
AMBERJACK 14 
GAG GROUPER 16 
GROUPER (SPECIES NOT SPECIFIED) 2 
D GROUPER 6 
RED PORGY 16 
RED SNAPPER 28 
ROCK SEA BASS 1 
SCAMP 24 
SNAPPER (SPECIES NOT SPECIFIED 4 
SPOTTAIL PINFISH 1 
TRIGGERFISH 3 
VERMILION SNAPPER 11 
WHITE GRUNT 3 
YELLOWMOUTH GROUPER 1 
"Other Species"   
ATLANTIC BONITO 2 
BARRACUDA 2 
CREVALLE, JACK 4 
DOLPHIN 90 
LADYFISH 3 
SPOTTED SEATROUT 30 
TARPON 3 
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Table  4.  Species recaptured during 2007. 
 
 
Species 
# Recaptured & 
Retained 
# Recaptured & 
Released Total 
ATLANTIC SPADEFISH 1 2 3 
BLACK DRUM 4 15 19 
BLACK SEA BASS 2 12 14 
COBIA 10 7 17 
RED DRUM 11 182 193 
SHEEPSHEAD 5 12 17 
SPOTTED SEATROUT 1  1 
WEAKFISH  1 1 
Flounder       
FLOUNDER (ALL SPECIES) 6 3 9 
Billfish       
SAILFISH  1 1 2 
Sharks       
ATLANTIC SHARPNOSE  3 3 
BONNETHEAD   6 6 
SMOOTH DOGFISH 1 2 3 
SPINY DOGFISH  1 1 
Snapper-Grouper       
ALMACO JACK 1  1 
GAG GROUPER  1 1 
RED GROUPER 1 1 2 
RED PORGY 1  1 
SCAMP 2 3 5 
TRIGGERFISH  1 1 
Other Species       
DOLPHIN 1  1 
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Table 5.  Reported recaptures during 2007.
Species Name Tag # Initial Tagging Date Initial Tagging Location Length (In.)
Recaptue 
Date Recapture Location Disposition Length (In.)
Days At 
Large
COBIA K046058 1/23/07 RED BANKS, OFF CHARLESTON 28 11/28/07 PORT CANAVERAL RETAINED 33 10/31/00
COBIA E087586 6/9/06 PORT ROYAL SOUND 27 7/28/07 GENERAL GORDON WRECK RELEASED W/ TAG 35 409
COBIA K048273 No Initial Tag Information Provided 6/30/07 PORT ROYAL SOUND RETAINED 33
COBIA K048264 No Initial Tag Information Provided 6/25/07 BROAD RIVER BRIDGE RELEASED W/ TAG 31
COBIA K046070 1/23/07 RED BANKS, OFF CHARLESTON 32.5 6/1/07 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RETAINED 34 128
COBIA K000884 5/27/07 CALIBOGUE SOUND, BROAD CREEK MOUTH 38 5/30/07 PORT ROYAL SOUND RETAINED 35 3
COBIA E163112 6/4/06 BROAD RIVER @ PARRIS ISLAND 27.5 5/29/07 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RETAINED 37.75 355
COBIA E168669 7/1/06 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER 20 5/27/07 CAPE LOOKOUT, NC RELEASED W/ TAG 30 326
COBIA K043470 5/15/07 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) 34 5/26/07 PORT ROYAL SOUND RETAINED 34.5 11
COBIA K047017 5/19/07 BROAD RIVER BRIDGE 33.75 5/25/07 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 28 6
COBIA K039006 5/9/06 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) 36 5/21/07 ST. HELENA SOUND RETAINED 39 372
COBIA K038748 5/8/06 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) 29 5/21/07 BROAD RIVER BRIDGE RELEASED W/ TAG 32.5 373
COBIA K039771 6/7/06 OFFSHORE FROM PORT ROYAL SOUND 35 5/20/07 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RETAINED 35 343
COBIA K028016 No Initial Tag Information Provided 5/18/07 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 25
COBIA K043574 6/3/06 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) 33 5/14/07 BROAD RIVER @ PARRIS ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 37 341
COBIA K043471 5/2/07 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) 30 5/10/07 BROAD RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RETAINED 34 8
COBIA E166392 5/13/06 CHECHESSEE/COLLETON NECK 30 5/4/07 CHECHESSEE/COLLETON NECK RETAINED 39 351
DOGFISH, SPINY E169542 No Initial Tag Information Provided 5/16/07 FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF) RELEASED W/ TAG 36
DOLPHIN K042663 5/20/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 36 6/8/07 OFF NORTH CAROLINA RETAINED 43 18
DRUM, BLACK E165806 10/28/07 CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON-SPECIFIC) 18 11/29/07 CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON-SPECIFIC) RETAINED 24 31
DRUM, BLACK E168166 No Initial Tag Information Provided 11/20/07 LYNAN CREEK,FLAG CREEK, GROVE CREEK RELEASED W/O TAG 15.5
DRUM, BLACK E168166 No Initial Tag Information Provided 11/18/07 LYNAN CREEK,FLAG CREEK, GROVE CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 15.25
DRUM, BLACK CR1637 11/9/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK 13 11/12/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK RELEASED W/ TAG 3
DRUM, BLACK E168874 6/16/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 17 7/28/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) RELEASED W/ TAG 17 42
DRUM, BLACK E112973 7/1/07 HOG INLET 18 7/19/07 CHERRY GROVE INLET RETAINED 18 18
DRUM, BLACK E170324 6/16/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 18 7/8/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) RELEASED W/ TAG 18 22
DRUM, BLACK E170328 6/16/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 18 7/8/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) RELEASED W/ TAG 18 22
DRUM, BLACK E170321 6/16/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 16 7/7/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) RELEASED W/ TAG 16 21
DRUM, BLACK E166010 6/16/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 15.5 6/28/07 LIGHTHOUSE ISLAND/MORRIS ISLAND RETAINED 15.5 12
DRUM, BLACK E168874 6/16/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 17 6/24/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) RELEASED W/ TAG 17 8
DRUM, BLACK E169555 4/18/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK 23 6/24/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) RELEASED W/ TAG 17 66
DRUM, BLACK E169555 4/18/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK 23 6/16/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) RELEASED W/ TAG 21 58
DRUM, BLACK E169701 3/20/07 FREDRICK DAY 17 5/3/07 COOPER RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 16.25 43
DRUM, BLACK E168842 12/18/06 GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF 14 4/30/07 PARADISE REEF (3 MILE) RELEASED W/ TAG 14.5 132
DRUM, BLACK K046226 4/20/07 IOP, MORGAN, CEDAR, DEWEES CREEKS/ DEWEES INLET, WATERWAY ISLAND 20 4/30/07 IOP, MORGAN, CEDAR, DEWEES CREEKS/ DEWEES INLET, WATERWAY ISLAND RETAINED 20 10
DRUM, BLACK E167658 1/3/07 MURRELLS INLET 19.5 1/15/07 MURRELLS INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 19.5 12
DRUM, BLACK E168858 11/29/06 GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF 15 1/14/07 GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF RELEASED W/ TAG 16 45
DRUM, BLACK E167654 1/3/07 MURRELLS INLET 12.5 1/12/07 MURRELLS INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 12.5 9
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167043 1/27/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 26 12/14/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 30.5 317
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K038596 11/19/04 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 37 12/27/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC RELEASED W/ TAG 37 1118
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E154712 8/5/07 WARSAW FLATS, JENKINS CR., MORGAN R. 23 12/14/07 WARSAW FLATS, JENKINS CR., MORGAN R. RELEASED W/O TAG 28 129
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169119 2/17/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS 29 12/12/07 PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH RELEASED W/O TAG 35 295
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K047708 8/25/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 15 12/12/07 BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON-SPECIFIC) RETAINED 16.5 107
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167823 11/4/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 25.5 12/11/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 37
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169207 6/10/07 BERESFORD CREEK (MIDDLE AREA)/NOWELL CREEK/WANDO 25 12/11/07 BERESFORD CREEK (MIDDLE AREA)/NOWELL CREEK/WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 28.5 181
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K047874 10/13/07 EDISTO INSHORE REEF 18 12/10/07 EDISTO 45' REEF RELEASED W/ TAG 15 57
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167047 11/30/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 26.5 12/7/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 26 367
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166960 2/4/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 26 12/7/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 32 303
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166956 12/30/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 28 12/7/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 32 337
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043272 6/2/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 27 12/7/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 31 545
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169840 11/4/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 28.5 12/7/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 29 33
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169313 4/21/07 CHECHESSEE/COLLETON NECK 24.5 12/5/07 FRAMPTON INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 26 224
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043114 No Initial Tag Information Provided 12/3/07 SWINTON CREEK, INLET CREEK (BACK PART) RELEASED W/ TAG 29
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K047872 10/13/07 EDISTO INSHORE REEF 18 11/29/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/O TAG 22 46
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) CR2218 11/17/07 DAWHO RIVER 17 11/28/07 UPPER TOOGOODOO CREEK RETAINED 16 11
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) CR1535 10/18/07 OLD HOUSE CREEK\FRIPPS ISLAND 18 11/27/07 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS RETAINED 17.75 39
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Table 5.  Reported recaptures during 2007. (continued)
Species Name Tag # Initial Tagging Date Initial Tagging Location Length (In.)
Recaptue 
Date Recapture Location Disposition Length (In.)
Days At 
Large
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E168458 7/20/06 MIDDLE WANDO 21 11/26/07 FOSTER CREEK OFF WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 30.5 486
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167571 5/22/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 16 11/25/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 21 183
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) CR4904 No Initial Tag Information Provided 11/25/07 MYRTLE BEACH (APACHE PIER) RELEASED W/ TAG 8
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169605 4/9/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 30 11/25/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 34 226
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) CR1521 10/13/07 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 26 11/24/07 PRITCHARDS INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 26 41
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) CR1601 11/11/07 OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 18 11/24/07 OLD HOUSE CREEK\FRIPPS ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 13
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043678 10/8/07 CAPE ISLAND, MILL ISLAND 22 11/24/07 CAPE ISLAND, MILL ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 22.25 46
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169271 5/12/07 HORLBECK CREEK, BOONE HALL CREEK 21.5 11/20/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 27 188
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170297 4/9/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 30 11/17/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 218
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) CR1770 No Initial Tag Information Provided 11/16/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RETAINED 17
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E168510 8/27/06 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 23 11/15/07 PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH RELEASED W/ TAG 31 438
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043085 10/15/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 31.5 11/9/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 31.5 24
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169271 5/12/07 HORLBECK CREEK, BOONE HALL CREEK 21.5 11/8/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS RELEASED W/ TAG 25 176
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043272 6/2/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 27 11/4/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 30 512
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169571 3/7/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 25 11/3/07 MURRELLS INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 27 236
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K046871 10/20/07 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 41 11/3/07 RACOON CREEK; BAY CREEK RELEASED W/O TAG 13
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169531 4/16/07 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS 29 10/30/07 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS RELEASED W/ TAG 29 194
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167854 12/7/06 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS 29 10/30/07 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS RELEASED W/ TAG 31 323
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169531 4/16/07 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS 29 10/29/07 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS RELEASED W/ TAG 29 193
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169502 8/29/07 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 26 10/27/07 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS RELEASED W/ TAG 25.5 58
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E043832 No Initial Tag Information Provided 10/26/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 28
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169608 4/10/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 21 10/26/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 24 196
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E165907 6/18/06 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 28.5 10/19/07 WINYAH BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 31 481
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169888 8/19/07 BULLS BAY, WHITE BANKS, HARBOR RIVER 12 10/18/07 BULLS BAY, WHITE BANKS, HARBOR RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 14 59
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167886 9/27/06 BROAD RIVER @ PARRIS ISLAND 15 10/16/07 BEAUFORT RIVER @ SPANISH POINT RETAINED 23 379
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E066924 11/11/05 BROAD CREEK @ LIGHTHOUSE LANDING; HILTON HEAD (N-S) 22.5 10/14/07 CALIBOGUE SOUND, BROAD CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/ TAG 29.5 693
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K044553 No Initial Tag Information Provided 10/12/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS RELEASED W/ TAG 38
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169897 9/15/07 JACK CREEK, BULL ISLAND NORTH POINT 24.5 10/11/07 BULLS BAY, WHITE BANKS, HARBOR RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 25 26
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E168920 10/8/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 23 11/13/07 MURRELLS INLET RETAINED 36.5 35
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E165769 7/9/06 UPPER WANDO 19.5 10/7/07 MIDDLE WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 28 448
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K008346 No Initial Tag Information Provided 10/7/07 MEGGETT (TIDAL POND) RELEASED W/ TAG 40
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166459 9/24/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) 12 10/6/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 12
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) CR3364 No Initial Tag Information Provided 10/5/07 HOG INLET RELEASED W/O TAG 13
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169583 4/6/07 MAIN CREEK 15 10/5/07 MURRELLS INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 22 179
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169605 4/9/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 30 10/3/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 31.5 174
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169892 9/28/07 CAPE ROMAIN NWR 26 9/29/07 CAPE ROMAIN HARBOR RELEASED W/ TAG 25.98 1
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170374 6/6/07 HAMLIN SOUND 16 9/29/07 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE RELEASED W/ TAG 21 113
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170843 8/19/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 18.5 9/29/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 19.5 40
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E163889 10/29/05 OYSTER BAY\ JONES CREEK 22 9/26/07 MUD BAY, GEORGETOWN RELEASED W/ TAG 32.12 687
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E163467 9/26/07 BROAD CREEK @ LIGHTHOUSE LANDING; HILTON HEAD (N-S) 12 9/28/07 CALIBOGUE SOUND, BROAD CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/O TAG 14 2
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166808 5/30/06 WADMALAW RIVER @ WADMALAW SOUND 19 9/26/07 PRIVATEER CREEK, SEABROOK, DEVEAUX BANK RELEASED W/ TAG 29 476
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K001311 No Initial Tag Information Provided 9/26/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS RELEASED W/O TAG 38
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167841 11/29/06 OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 18 9/25/07 OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT RELEASED W/ TAG 22.5 296
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167766 12/15/06 ASHLEY RIVER (NON SPECIFIC) 28.5 9/23/07 PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/ TAG 30 278
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E171315 9/3/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) 13 9/23/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 13 20
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E164637 8/19/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 21 9/22/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RETAINED 23 33
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K042979 11/5/05 WADMALAW RIVER @ WADMALAW SOUND 26 9/22/07 SAVAGE/BULL CREEK, MAY RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 677
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E171315 9/3/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) 13 9/22/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 13 19
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K047720 9/3/07 STONO INLET, BIRD KEY, COLE CREEK 14.5 9/22/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 16 19
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170256 12/19/06 OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 26 9/22/07 OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT RELEASED W/ TAG 28 273
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043108 12/11/06 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 24.75 9/20/07 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) RELEASED W/ TAG 27 279
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169965 8/18/07 OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 19 9/20/07 OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT RELEASED W/ TAG 19 32
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043886 6/19/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 31.5 9/19/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 32 90
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043833 No Initial Tag Information Provided 9/19/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 29
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E165907 6/18/06 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 28.5 9/11/07 WINYAH BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 31 443
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169444 9/2/07 DEWEES ISLAND 28 9/11/07 DEWEES ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 29 9
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DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K046042 No Initial Tag Information Provided 9/11/07 ASHLEY RIVER (NON SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 26.57
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169175 No Initial Tag Information Provided 9/10/07 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 20
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K046042 No Initial Tag Information Provided 9/10/07 ASHLEY RIVER (NON SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 26.5
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167420 10/17/05 ST. HELENA SOUND 23.5 9/5/07 OTTER ISLAND, FISH CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 678
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169027 No Initial Tag Information Provided 9/4/07 SWINTON CREEK, INLET CREEK (BACK PART) RELEASED W/ TAG 26
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167406 3/16/06 CHAPLIN CREEK\ KIAWIAH RIVER 27 9/1/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 33 525
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169885 8/19/07 BULLS BAY, WHITE BANKS, HARBOR RIVER 26.5 8/31/07 BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 25 12
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E162476 No Initial Tag Information Provided 8/30/07 WINYAH BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 28.5
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K047706 8/25/07 STONO INLET, BIRD KEY, COLE CREEK 15.5 8/30/07 FOLLY RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 11.5 5
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043883 6/19/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 30 8/27/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS RELEASED W/ TAG 28.5 68
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167131 8/20/07 CHECHESSEE/COLLETON NECK 28.5 8/25/07 CHECHESSEE/COLLETON NECK RELEASED W/O TAG 5
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K032120 5/22/06 CALIBOGUE SOUND, BROAD CREEK MOUTH 26.75 8/21/07 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP RELEASED W/ TAG 33 449
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166779 6/22/06 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 18.5 8/19/07 STATION CREEK @ BFT CNTY LNDG RETAINED 417
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K042948 1/16/06 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 28 8/19/07 STATION CREEK @ BFT CNTY LNDG RETAINED 573
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K032694 5/24/06 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 29 8/19/07 STATION CREEK @ BFT CNTY LNDG RETAINED 445
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170277 1/15/07 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 25 8/19/07 STATION CREEK @ BFT CNTY LNDG RETAINED 214
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169425 7/31/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 20 8/11/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 19.5 11
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170360 5/16/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 38 8/9/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ NEW TAG 34 83
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170371 No Initial Tag Information Provided 8/8/07 SWINTON CREEK, INLET CREEK (BACK PART) RELEASED W/ TAG 22
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043883 6/19/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 30 8/6/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 30 47
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K048721 5/31/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 30 8/5/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 31 65
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K042635 5/27/06 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 28 8/5/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 33 428
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043875 6/19/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 25 8/4/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 27 45
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K034318 6/6/04 JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE 30 8/3/07 JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE RELEASED W/ TAG 35 1137
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043886 6/19/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 31.5 8/1/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 31 42
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170942 No Initial Tag Information Provided 7/31/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 38
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166626 8/10/06 GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 25 7/30/07 WINYAH BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 26.7 350
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043883 6/19/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 30 7/26/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 30 37
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K016286 3/8/00 S. MOSQUITO LAGOON 41 7/25/07 S. MOSQUITO LAGOON RELEASED W/O TAG 2657
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E164443 7/14/07 WINYAH BAY 28.5 7/24/07 WINYAH BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 29 10
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169446 3/18/07 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 26 7/19/07 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 29.5 121
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E165889 8/4/06 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 19 7/16/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 29 342
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K038411 9/8/06 UPPER WANDO 27.5 7/16/07 WANDO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 30.75 308
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170295 4/9/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 28 7/12/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 26 93
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167420 10/17/05 ST. HELENA SOUND 23.5 7/11/07 TWO SISTER CREEK/BANK CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 33 624
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K032147 7/31/06 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 27.5 7/6/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 30 336
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167573 5/22/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 16 7/4/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 19 42
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166634 No Initial Tag Information Provided 7/4/07 WINYAH BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 27
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043874 6/19/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 30 7/4/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 29 15
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169606 4/9/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 29 7/4/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 29 85
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167766 12/15/06 ASHLEY RIVER (NON SPECIFIC) 28.5 7/2/07 PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/ TAG 28.9 197
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E168745 No Initial Tag Information Provided 7/1/07 DEWEES ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 23
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E160850 6/23/07 BERESFORD CREEK (MIDDLE AREA)/NOWELL CREEK/WANDO 18 7/1/07 BERESFORD CREEK (MIDDLE AREA)/NOWELL CREEK/WANDO RELEASED W/O TAG 21 8
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E156468 11/13/02 YELLOWHOUSE CREEK 24.5 6/29/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 22 1666
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169028 No Initial Tag Information Provided 6/28/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS RELEASED W/ TAG 23
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166960 2/4/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 26 6/28/07 PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/ TAG 27.5 144
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169629 1/21/07 CHECHESSEE RIVER (NON SPECIFIC) 27 6/25/07 MACKAY & SKULL CREEK AREA RELEASED W/ TAG 31 154
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K042620 No Initial Tag Information Provided 6/23/07 SWINTON CREEK, INLET CREEK (BACK PART) RELEASED W/ TAG 27
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K046200 6/7/07 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 32 6/23/07 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP RELEASED W/ TAG 31.5 16
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043990 10/19/06 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 25 6/23/07 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE RELEASED W/ TAG 26.5 244
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167570 6/10/07 BERESFORD CREEK (MIDDLE AREA)/NOWELL CREEK/WANDO 25 6/17/07 MIDDLE WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 25 7
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K032123 5/26/06 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 34 6/14/07 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP RELEASED W/ TAG 36 378
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166635 No Initial Tag Information Provided 6/12/07 WINYAH BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 29
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169201 9/16/06 MIDDLE WANDO 12 6/9/07 MIDDLE WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 16 263
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169606 4/9/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 29 6/9/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS RELEASED W/ TAG 29.5 60
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E165478 9/15/05 LOCATION UNKNOWN 6/6/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/O TAG 29 621
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DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170295 4/9/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 28 6/6/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 28 57
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K046194 4/13/07 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 25 6/4/07 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP RELEASED W/ TAG 25.5 51
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169043 10/11/06 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS 33 6/1/07 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS RELEASED W/O TAG 32 230
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E092936 12/17/06 OYSTER BAY/MUDDY BAY 32 6/1/07 ROMAIN RIVER/SLACK REACH; MILL ISLAND, KEY INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 29 164
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167159 12/10/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 25.5 5/30/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 25.75 170
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K042687 6/2/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 28 5/30/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 30 358
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166214 6/17/06 SAMPIT RIVER 23.5 5/28/07 PENNY ROYAL CREEK RELEASED W/O TAG 27 341
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K042927 11/4/06 WADMALAW RIVER @ WADMALAW SOUND 25.5 5/28/07 WADMALAW RIVER @ WADMALAW SOUND RELEASED W/O TAG 25 204
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E163198 12/29/06 OYSTER BAY/MUDDY BAY 24 5/26/07 FOLLY CREEK\ SECESSIONVILLE, GOAT ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 28 147
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166460 5/20/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) 26 5/25/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 5
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043274 6/17/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 30 5/22/07 BULLYARD SOUND, COPAHEE, SURROUNDING CREEKS RELEASED W/ TAG 31 335
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169094 10/28/06 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 28 5/18/07 BULLYARD SOUND, COPAHEE, SURROUNDING CREEKS RELEASED W/ TAG 28 200
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E170295 4/9/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 28 5/16/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 29 37
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E161679 9/27/03 FRIPP INLET 28 5/15/07 SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS RELEASED W/ TAG 30 1308
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167047 11/30/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 26.5 5/13/07 CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 25 163
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043099 4/23/06 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 30 5/11/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/O TAG 34 378
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K042384 No Initial Tag Information Provided 5/2/07 ASHLEY RIVER (NON SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 31.4
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043853 9/2/06 PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH 25 4/30/07 CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON-SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 25.5 238
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169833 3/4/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 28.5 4/30/07 PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/ TAG 29.4 56
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167551 11/28/06 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 25 4/28/07 IOP, MORGAN, CEDAR, DEWEES CREEKS/ DEWEES INLET, WATERWAY ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 26 150
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E163285 7/26/05 SWINTON CREEK, INLET CREEK (BACK PART) 19.5 4/27/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 29 631
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166144 7/3/06 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 24 4/27/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 26 294
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043055 4/13/06 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 27 4/27/07 ELLIOT'S CUT/WAPPOO CUT RELEASED W/ TAG 33 374
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E112976 10/17/06 HOG INLET 14 4/26/07 MURRELLS INLET RETAINED 17 189
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E168461 No Initial Tag Information Provided 4/22/07 MIDDLE WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 29
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043226 7/31/06 UPPER WANDO 27.5 4/22/07 MIDDLE WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 29 262
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043541 6/18/06 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 26 4/13/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 30 295
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043841 No Initial Tag Information Provided 4/12/07 CAPE ISLAND, MILL ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 25.5
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K042205 12/30/06 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 34 4/10/07 HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY RELEASED W/ TAG 31 100
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K027789 11/9/05 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 23 4/10/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 29.5 511
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E166213 6/4/06 SAMPIT RIVER 18 4/6/07 SAMPIT RIVER RETAINED 21.6 302
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K042671 No Initial Tag Information Provided 4/5/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 21
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043776 No Initial Tag Information Provided 4/5/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 29
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E163831 9/10/06 PRIVATEER CREEK, SEABROOK, DEVEAUX BANK 30 4/4/07 PRIVATEER CREEK, SEABROOK, DEVEAUX BANK RELEASED W/O TAG 35.5 204
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E163132 12/2/06 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS 26 4/3/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS RELEASED W/ TAG 25 121
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169114 2/17/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS 32 4/2/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS RELEASED W/ TAG 28.5 45
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043758 3/11/07 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 31.5 3/31/07 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP RELEASED W/ TAG 32.5 20
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169447 1/1/07 DEWEES ISLAND 23 3/30/07 DEWEES ISLAND RELEASED W/O TAG 22 89
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E164235 12/16/06 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 32 3/28/07 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE RELEASED W/ TAG 31.5 102
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043275 6/17/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 26.5 3/24/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 28.5 277
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167763 12/15/06 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS 18 3/14/07 PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/ TAG 31 89
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K024312 10/26/06 BULLYARD SOUND, COPAHEE, SURROUNDING CREEKS 34 3/13/07 BULLYARD SOUND, COPAHEE, SURROUNDING CREEKS RELEASED W/ TAG 31 137
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043988 12/18/06 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 30.5 3/13/07 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE RELEASED W/ TAG 30.75 85
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043086 10/21/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 29 3/12/07 PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/ TAG 29 141
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E163608 11/17/06 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 18 3/10/07 SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP RETAINED 18 113
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043807 11/10/06 SAMPIT RIVER 27 3/10/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 33.5 120
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E164636 10/29/06 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 24 3/7/07 DEWEES ISLAND RETAINED 23.75 128
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E159262 8/20/03 ASHLEY RIVER @ DRAYTON HALL/TRESTLE 20 3/5/07 ELLIOT'S CUT/WAPPOO CUT RELEASED W/ TAG 34 1275
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169095 10/25/06 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 28 3/3/07 DEWEES ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 28 128
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E169097 10/28/06 DEWEES ISLAND 30 3/3/07 DEWEES ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 29 125
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E162491 12/10/06 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 15.7 2/25/07 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 15.5 75
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043856 9/25/06 PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH 22 2/20/07 PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/O TAG 145
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E168351 8/13/06 WADMALAW RIVER @ WADMALAW SOUND 25.5 2/17/07 WADMALAW RIVER @ WADMALAW SOUND RELEASED W/ TAG 27 184
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E162454 11/28/06 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 25 2/15/07 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE RELEASED W/ TAG 23.5 77
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E162453 11/14/06 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 24.5 2/15/07 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE RELEASED W/ TAG 23.5 91
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167480 3/9/06 CAPE ROMAIN HARBOR 23 1/22/07 CAPE ROMAIN HARBOR RELEASED W/ TAG 29.5 313
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DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E066924 11/11/05 BROAD CREEK @ LIGHTHOUSE LANDING; HILTON HEAD (N-S) 22.5 1/4/07 CALIBOGUE SOUND, BROAD CREEK MOUTH RELEASED W/ TAG 27 413
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E165770 7/9/06 UPPER WANDO 25 1/3/07 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 28 174
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E167756 11/20/06 ASHLEY RIVER (NON SPECIFIC) 32 1/2/07 ASHLEY RIVER (NON SPECIFIC) RELEASED W/ TAG 29.5 42
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) E165701 10/17/05 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 21 1/2/07 BULLS CREEK,  ASHLEY R. @ ASHLEY HALL RELEASED W/ TAG 29 435
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043968 9/26/06 ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 31.5 1/2/07 BULLS CREEK,  ASHLEY R. @ ASHLEY HALL RELEASED W/ TAG 31.5 96
DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS) K043822 11/17/06 UPPER WANDO 27 1/1/07 UPPER WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 33 44
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN SPECIES) E170912 7/25/07 MAIN CREEK 13.75 9/17/07 MURRELLS INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 15.5
52
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN SPECIES) E169586 4/18/07 MAIN CREEK 13.5 6/15/07 MURRELLS INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 57
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN SPECIES) E168126 6/17/06 JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE 12 6/2/07 MURRELLS INLET RETAINED 17
345
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN SPECIES) E112974 4/29/07 HOG INLET 12 5/27/07 HOG INLET RETAINED
28
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN SPECIES) E169730 4/21/07 HOG INLET 12 5/5/07 CHERRY GROVE INLET RELEASED W/ TAG 12
14
FLOUNDER, SOUTHERN E170914 8/1/07 MURRELLS INLET 14.25 9/29/07 MURRELLS INLET RETAINED 15 58
FLOUNDER, SOUTHERN E169585 4/14/07 MAIN CREEK 12.5 9/25/07 MURRELLS INLET RETAINED 15.25 161
FLOUNDER, SOUTHERN E169579 4/3/07 MAIN CREEK 13.25 6/29/07 MURRELLS INLET RETAINED 14.25 86
GROUPER, GAG K047873 10/13/07 EDISTO INSHORE REEF 13 10/16/07 EDISTO 45' REEF RELEASED W/ TAG 12 3
GROUPER, RED K043642 7/9/06 OFFSHORE OF KIAWAH ISLAND BEYOND 5 MILES 19.5 3/28/07 OFF EDISTO, SC RETAINED 24 259
JACK, ALMACO K046087 3/14/07 EDISTO BANKS 22 5/29/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC RETAINED 23 75
PORGY, RED E169387 No Initial Tag Information Provided 10/24/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC RETAINED 12.2
SAILFISH K036635 7/17/05 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 5/22/07 OFF CUBA RETAINED 665
SAILFISH A042587 7/24/04 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 60 1/27/07 OFFSHORE MIAMI, FL. RELEASED W/O TAG 60.5 903
SCAMP E156633 9/13/02 OFF GEORGETOWN, SC 15.75 11/29/07 OFFSHORE MURRELLS INLET RETAINED 28 1876
SCAMP E169863 3/14/07 EDISTO BANKS 16 5/4/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC RETAINED 19.5 50
SCAMP E168623 7/2/06 SOUTHWEST BANKS 19 4/22/07 SOUTHWEST BANKS RELEASED W/ TAG 21.5 290
SCAMP E167950 3/14/07 EDISTO BANKS 18 4/22/07 SOUTHWEST BANKS RELEASED W/ TAG 19.75 38
SCAMP E168971 9/3/06 SOUTHWEST BANKS 18 2/11/07 SOUTHWEST BANKS RELEASED W/ TAG 18 158
SEA BASS, BLACK E169714 5/5/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 13.5 12/27/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC RELEASED W/ TAG 14 232
SEA BASS, BLACK CR1755 11/5/07 WINYAH SEA BOUY 13 11/18/07 CHARLESTON NEARSHORE REEF RETAINED 13.5 13
SEA BASS, BLACK E169714 5/5/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 13.5 11/17/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC RELEASED W/ TAG 14 192
SEA BASS, BLACK E169561 4/18/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK 11 10/20/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK RELEASED W/ TAG 11 182
SEA BASS, BLACK E169561 4/18/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK 11 10/13/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK RELEASED W/ TAG 175
SEA BASS, BLACK E170214 8/29/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK 16 9/5/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK RELEASED W/ TAG 16 6
SEA BASS, BLACK E168529 12/10/06 FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF) 11 7/28/07 FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF) RELEASED W/ TAG 13 228
SEA BASS, BLACK E168525 12/6/06 FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF) 11 7/26/07 FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF) RELEASED W/ TAG 13 230
SEA BASS, BLACK E161434 No Initial Tag Information Provided 6/29/07 PAWLEYS ISLAND REEF RELEASED W/ TAG
SEA BASS, BLACK E169554 4/18/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK 10.5 6/5/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK RELEASED W/ TAG 10.5 47
SEA BASS, BLACK E168085 3/24/07 OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 5/1/07 JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE RELEASED W/ TAG 15 37
SEA BASS, BLACK E168377 No Initial Tag Information Provided 4/11/07 CHARLESTON NEARSHORE REEF RELEASED W/ TAG 11
SEA BASS, BLACK E168523 12/10/06 FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF) 12 4/3/07 FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF) RETAINED 12 113
SEA BASS, BLACK E168953 1/14/07 KIAWAH REEF (4KI) 13.5 1/15/07 KIAWAH REEF (4KI) RELEASED W/ TAG 13.5 1
SEATROUT, SPOTTED E167588 12/12/06 MURRELLS INLET 20 3/17/07 MURRELLS INLET RETAINED 17 95
SHARK, ATLANTIC SHARPNOSE K043498 8/20/06 GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF 32 9/29/07 GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF RELEASED W/ TAG 28 399
SHARK, ATLANTIC SHARPNOSE K042260 8/17/05 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 30 6/11/07 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 654
SHARK, ATLANTIC SHARPNOSE E170112 5/29/07 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER 13 6/1/07 MYRTLE BEACH (APACHE PIER) RELEASED W/ TAG 14 2
SHARK, BONNETHEAD E169181 9/9/06 BRYANS CREEK/MULLET HALL 30 10/29/07 BRYANS CREEK/MULLET HALL RELEASED W/ TAG 32 410
SHARK, BONNETHEAD E169181 9/9/06 BRYANS CREEK/MULLET HALL 30 10/19/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 32 400
SHARK, BONNETHEAD A043196 10/9/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 39 10/12/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 39 3
SHARK, BONNETHEAD E169323 No Initial Tag Information Provided 9/3/07 FOLLY RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 39
SHARK, BONNETHEAD E150254 No Initial Tag Information Provided 7/17/07 BULLYARD SOUND, COPAHEE, SURROUNDING CREEKS RELEASED W/ TAG
SHARK, BONNETHEAD E170882 6/14/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 40 7/8/07 SAMS CREEK\ CAPTAIN SAMS INLET, NORTH END SEABROOK ISLAND RELEASED W/ TAG 40 24
SHARK, SMOOTH DOGFISH E167039 4/14/06 BULLS BAY, WHITE BANKS, HARBOR RIVER 42 9/27/07 Long Island Sound, New York RELEASED W/O TAG 33.5 523
SHARK, SMOOTH DOGFISH E169353 3/20/07 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER 32 3/24/07 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER RELEASED W/ TAG 32 4
SHARK, SMOOTH DOGFISH E142256 4/20/06 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER 28 2/5/07 OFF NORTH CAROLINA RETAINED 25.25 285
SHEEPSHEAD CR1745 11/23/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 12 12/24/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 11.5 31
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SHEEPSHEAD CR1786 11/24/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 12 12/12/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 18
SHEEPSHEAD E170972 11/21/07 UPPER WANDO 12 12/1/07 MIDDLE WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 10
SHEEPSHEAD E171490 11/21/07 MIDDLE WANDO 12 12/1/07 MIDDLE WANDO RELEASED W/ TAG 10
SHEEPSHEAD E169428 1/14/07 CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON-SPECIFIC) 14 11/26/07 SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS RETAINED 14 312
SHEEPSHEAD CR2198 11/16/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 14 11/17/07 STONO RIVER (NON-SPECIFIC) RETAINED 15 1
SHEEPSHEAD E163095 12/4/05 RATHALL CREEK, RALSTON, WANDO TERMINAL, 526 BRIDGE 12 11/14/07 CLOUTER CREEK (MIDDLE SECTION); COOPER R. @ MARK CLARK RETAINED 28 700
SHEEPSHEAD E167961 5/2/07 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 14 10/9/07 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK RETAINED 16 157
SHEEPSHEAD E171470 9/1/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 12 9/17/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 12 16
SHEEPSHEAD E171470 9/1/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 12 9/14/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 12 13
SHEEPSHEAD E171470 9/1/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 12 9/4/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 12 3
SHEEPSHEAD E170231 5/11/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 12 6/23/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 12.5 42
SHEEPSHEAD E169679 1/11/07 CHAPLIN CREEK\ KIAWIAH RIVER 18 5/19/07 STEAMBOAT CREEK/STEAMBOAT LANDING, N. EDISTO (N-S) RELEASED W/ TAG 17 128
SHEEPSHEAD E165371 8/25/04 JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE 17 5/5/07 JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE RETAINED 20 970
SHEEPSHEAD E169330 9/30/06 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 12.25 3/18/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 13.5 168
SHEEPSHEAD E111840 12/30/06 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 10 3/12/07 TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK RELEASED W/ TAG 10 72
SHEEPSHEAD E167633 11/6/06 CHAPLIN CREEK\ KIAWIAH RIVER 12 1/6/07 HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER RELEASED W/ TAG 14 60
SPADEFISH, ATLANTIC E171352 7/23/07 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER 13 10/31/07 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER RELEASED W/ TAG 15 98
SPADEFISH, ATLANTIC E171358 8/21/07 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER 12 9/29/07 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER RETAINED 38
SPADEFISH, ATLANTIC E170810 6/12/07 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER 12 6/26/07 SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER RELEASED W/O TAG 8 14
TRIGGERFISH E169389 No Initial Tag Information Provided 4/28/07 SOUTHWEST BANKS RELEASED W/ TAG 15
WEAKFISH CR2374 11/14/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK 20 11/20/07 FRIPP DRY DOCK RELEASED W/ TAG 20 6
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